Introduction
Traditional caching schemes intend to exploit the static spatial or temporal locality to improve system performance and therefore have inherent disadvantages. For example, the performance of page level caching is extremely sensitive to teh way data is clustered into pages. In this study, we investigate the semantic locality of the queries submitted by the client and propose a novel caching scheme -semantic caching. The client maintains in the cache semantic descriptions and related results of previous queries. When a new query comes, if it can be answered from the cache, then no interaction with the server is needed; if it can be partially answered by the cache, then the original query is trimmed and the trimmed part is processed on the server. By processing queries in this way, the amount of data transferred between the client and the server can be greatly reduced.
The e ciency of the semantic caching scheme depends on how much the queries submitted by the client are related to each other semantically. We nd a lot of such kind of applications. For example, a user who invests stocks may want to inquire the stock prices. The query series he submits are more likely to be semantically related, namely, the results of earlier queries are contained in the results of later queries. Another example for high-semantically related query series is a WWW search. People tend to do a sequence of searches on similar or related subjects.
One key advantage for the semantic caching is that the memory or disk space requirements and communication costs are reduced, because only the data that satisfy a given query are transferred to and stored on the client side. This advantage is very important in the mobile computing environment, as the wireless link and mobile unit memory, disk and CPU resources are very limited. In addition, when the wireless link is disconnected, if a query can be partially computed from the cached contents, at least some results may be returned to the user. Another advantage of the semantic caching is its exibility, which is very important for heterogeneous environments. Tuple-cache and page-cache schemes are relatively in exible, because the contents of the cache are dependent on the physical storage structure. Furthermore, it is not clear what tuple caching or page caching across heterogeneous databases even means( GG97]).
The remaining sections are organized as follows: In Section 2 we review previous research which is related to our semantic caching scheme. Section 3 gives a formal de nition of the semantic caching scheme and de nes the semantic caching model. Issues of semantic caching management are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the semantic caching query processing strategies. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 6.
Related Research
In this section, the research related to our semantic caching study are reviewed. At rst, we discuss query folding, which is a technique for determining if and how a query can be answered using a given set of derived relations. Then works on caching mechanisms in client-server environments are also reviewed.
Query Folding
Query folding refers to the activity of determining if and how a query can be answered using a given set of resources, which might be materialized views, cached results of previous queries, or queries answerable by other databases( Qia96]). In this section, research work and results in query folding and related satis ability and implication problems are given.
The task of query folding is to try to nd a rewriting of a query using the set of resources. All the possible rewritings can be obtained by considering containment mappings from the sources to the query. LMS95] shows that the problem of nding rewritings that mention as few of the database relations as possible is NP-complete for conjunctive queries and resources. There are two independent sources of complexities in query folding: the rst comes from the number of possible mappings from the resources to the query, and the second is to determine which parts of the query can be removed when the mapped resources are added to the query( LMS95]).
A lot of research work has been done in query folding( LY85], YL87], CKPS95], LMS95], Qia96], Gry98], etc.) In the earlier work of Yang and Larson LY85], they gave necessary and su cient conditions for when a query is computable from a single derived relation; in YL87], they considered the problem of nding rewritings for conjunctive queries using the available set of derived relations. Their approach considers what amounts to one-to-one mappings from the derived relations to the query, and does not search the entire space of rewritings, therefore may not always nd all the possible rewritings of the query. CKPS95] nds the rewritings for SPJ queries such that the rewritten query preserves the bag semantic, i.e. if it results in the same set of tuples. CKPS95] also considered the question of how to extend a query processor to choose between the di erent rewritings. Levy et al. LMS95] rst gave a conclusion that query folding when both the query and the set of derived relations are conjunctive queries is NP-complete. Then, they developed a polynomial time algorithm to determine which set of redundant literals can be removed from the query. Under certain conditions there is a unique maximal set of such literals and the algorithm is guaranteed to nd them. Qia96] developed an exponential-time algorithm that nds all complete or partial foldings by using the folding rules derived from the set of resources. A polynomial-time algorithm for the subclass of acyclic conjunctive queries is also given in Qia96]. Gryz, in his work Gry98], takes integrity constraints into account in query folding. He described a complete strategy for nding foldings in the presence of inclusion dependencies and presented a basic algorithm that implements that strategy, the algorithm is also extended to consider both inclusion and functional dependencies.
Checking the satis ability, equivalence or implication relationship between the query and the set of derived relations is the rst step for query folding. Comparing a derived relation predicate P and a query predicate Q, there are three scenarios:
P^Q is unsatis able, implying that the derived relation will not contribute to the answer of the query Q; Q!P, i.e. Q implies P, implying that the whole answer of Q is contained in the derived relation;
Neither P contradicts Q nor Q implies P, implying that there may exist tuples in the derived relation that contribute to the answer of the query Q.
The satis ability and implication problem, and the closely related problem of query equivalence, have been solved for certain classes of queries: conjunctive queries involving arithmetic inequalities. We summarize the work in this area in Table 1 . Here, OP :6 = stands for the operator set f=; <; ; >; g, without the operator 6 =; OP all stands for the operator set including all the six operators. jSj, jTj stand for the number of comparisons in predicates S and T respectively, n is the number of variables in S.
The satis ability and implicationproblems have been studied intensively in the literature( RH80], ULL89], SKN89], GSW96], GSW+96]), just as Table 1 shows. Notice that, when 6 = comparison between variables is allowed, the problems become more di cult, or even NP-hard in the integer domain.
Caching Issues
The caching of data at client workstations has proved to be an e ective technique for improving the performance of a client-server database system ( CFL91], FC94], Fra96]). By caching data for later reuse, the client-server interactions can be reduced, thus improving the response time and lowering the network tra c. Because queries can be processed based on the data cached at the client side, the client CPU, memory and GSW+96] disk resources are exploited, and the workload on the server side is greatly reduced. As more clients are added to the system, more resources can be used, therefore system scalability is improved. The research issues in data caching include caching granularity, cache coherency strategy, cache replacement policy, prefetching scheme, etc. In the following part, we do a survey of the previous work.
Caching Granularity
Caching mechanisms in traditional client-server environment are usually page-based, as they try to exploit spatial locality assuming that clustering of tuples to pages is e ective. Page level caching assumes that only pages from the base relations are stored in the cache. Lots of work has been done in page-level caching,
In the work of DM90], the caching mechanism with a granularity of a single object is implemented and compared with a page-level caching. CSL98] investigates three di erent levels of granularity of caching, namely, attribute caching which caches frequently accessed attributes of database objects, object caching which caches frequently accessed objects, and hybrid caching which caches the frequently accessed attributes of those frequently accessed database objects.
The granularity of caching of DFJ96], KB96] and GG97] is the result of a query, meanwhile, the semantic description is also maintained in the cache. In Rou91], a collection of pointers pointing to the records of underlying relations needed to materialize a view is stored in the cache, i.e. the query access path is cached.
Caching Coherency Strategy
Cached items can become out-dated when the base data residing at the database server are updated. A cache coherency scheme is used to ensure that the cached data are consistent with those stored in the server. A cache coherency strategy can be described from the following aspects ( Rou91] 
Caching Replacement Policy
Cache replacement algorithms have been extensively studied in the context of operating system virtual memory management and data base bu er management. In order to maximize the cache hit ratio, cache replacement algorithms attempt to cache the most frequently referenced data items. The commonly used cache replacement policies include optimal, WORST, least recently used(LRU), CLOCK, etc. The optimal policy is often approximated by LRU, LRU is further generalized into LRU-k which chooses the replacement victim according to the time of the k th previous access of a cached item( CSL98]). The cache replacement algorithm in WATCHMAN( SSV96]) identi es the replacement victim by considering its average reference rate, its size and execution cost of the associated query. Instead of maximizing the cache hit ratio, WATCHMAN aims at increasing the \pro t" of the cache by minimizing the execution time of queries that miss the cache. CSL98] develops a spectrum of replacement policies in the mobile computing environment. They base the access probabilities of database items to determine the replacement victims. For each cached item, a replacement score indicating the prediction of its access probability is estimated. Their rst way to compute the score is by measuring the mean interoperation arrival duration. An improved approach is to use a window: the cached item with the highest mean arrival duration within the window is replaced. Their third scheme assigns weights to each arrival duration, such that the recent durations have higher weights.
In DFJ96], the replacement strategy for semantic cache can be based on temporal locality(e.g. LRU, MRU), or on semantic locality. Semantic locality di ers from spatial locality in that it is not dependent on the static clustering of tuples to pages; rather it dynamically adapts to the pattern of query accesses. DFJ96] uses semantic distance to determine the victim, semantic regions which are closer to the most recent query are less likely to be discareded from the cache.
Semantic Caching Model
In this research, we assume that both the queries and the cached items are de ned by SPJ predicates, namely, relational algebra expressions involving only projections, selections and joins. The formal de nitions of the semantic cache, queries and other related concepts are given in this section. In additon, we show how to model a semantic cache.
Formal De nition
Let a database D = fR i g be a set of base relations. For every base relation R i , let A i stand for the set of its attributes. In order to de ne a semantic cache, we rst give the de nition for a set of predicates, through which the semantic cache is constructed.
De nition 1 Compare Predicate, P, where P = a op c, a is an attribute of a base relation, op 2 f , <, , >, =, g, c is a domain value or a constant.
As shown in section 2.1, the comparison operator 6 = brings about complexity in reasoning among predicates, the problem even becomes NP-hard in the domain of integers. The objective of our research is to propose a novel caching scheme for client-server systems, it is not necessary to consider all the cases. Adding 6 = comparison would just make the predicate reasoning more complicated, and has no impact on our whole caching scheme. Hence, without a loss of generality, we ignore 6 = comparison in this study. Furthermore, for the join operations, we consider only the equijoin cases.
De nition 2 Join Predicate, P, where P = (R i :a m = R j :a n ), R i ; R j are base relations, and a m ; a n are join attributes.
De nition 3 Simple Predicate, P, is either a Compare Predicate or a Join Predicate.
The above assumptions and de nitions provide the basis for formalizing the terminology about a semantic cache. A semantic cache consists of a set of cached items, which we de ne as Semantic Segments. Semantic segments are results of submitted queries, the de nition for semantic segments is consistent with the de nition of materialized views ( GM95], etc.) . In this study, we consider the cache items and queries that are de ned only by SPJ predicates. In order to further simplify the question, so that we can concentrate on the whole cache scheme, it is assumed that the selection conditions for semantic segments and queries contain only Compare Predicates (as de ned in De nition 1.
De nition 4 Given a database D = fR i g, a Semantic Segment , S, is a tuple < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, where S C = SA SP (R i1 R i2 ::: R ik ); S R = fR i1 ; R i2 ; :::; R ik g, and also S R D; S A A 1 A 2 ::: A n ; S P = P 1 _ P 2 _ ::: _ P m where each P j is a conjunctive of Simple Predicates, i.e. P j = b j1^bj2^: ::^b jl , each b jt is a simple predicate.
In De nition 4, S P indicates the criteria which the tuples in the semantic segment S satisfy, while the actual content is represented by S C . Furthermore, S R and S A de ne all the base relations and attributes that are involved in the semantic segmentation creation. From the restrictions added on the S P , we can see that semantic segments are the results of Select-Project-Join (SPJ) operations, with the selection conditions containing only compare predicates.
We illustrate the de nition for semantic segments with the following Example 1.
Example 1 Consider two base relations in a database D: Employee(Eno, Ename, Age, Salary) and Project(Pno, Pname, Eno, Money). Suppose there is a query Q which will generate the semantic segment S: Query Q: Select Ename, Pno From Employee, Project
Where Employee.Eno = Project.Eno .AND. Employee.Salary > 500;
Hence, the semantic segment S can be represented as S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, where S R = fEmployee, Projectg; S A = fEname, Pnog; S P = (Employee.Eno = Project.Eno)^(Employee.Salary > 500); and S C contains the resulting tuples of query Q.
To make the whole formal semantic caching de nition complete, we give the de nition for a special semantic segment called the Empty Semantic Segment. An empty semantic segment consists of no tuples, and there aren't any base relations and attributes involved in the computation. When the system is rst brought on line, the cache can be regarded as consisting of a set of empty semantic segments. The formal de nition will be found in De nition 5.
De nition 5 A semantic segment, S, where S = < ; ; False; >, is called an Empty Semantic Segment.
We now look at the relationship between two semantic segments. Checking the relationships between semantic segments is very important in semantic caching query processing and cache maintenance which will be discussed in the following sections.
De nition 6 Semantic segments S 1 = < S 1R ; S 1A ; S 1P ; S 1C > and S 2 = < S 2R ; S 2A ; S 2P ; S 2C > are said to be Equivalent i 1. S 1R = S 2R and 2. S 1A = S 2A and 3. S 1P and S 2P are equivalent.
De nition 7 Semantic segments S 1 = < S 1R ; S 1A ; S 1P ; S 1C > and S 2 = < S 2R ; S 2A ; S 2P ; S 2C > are said to be Related i S 1R = S 2R .
De nition 8 Semantic segments S 1 = < S 1R ; S 1A ; S 1P ; S 1C > and S 2 = < S 2R ; S 2A ; S 2P ; S 2C > are said to be Disjointed i S 1C \ S 2C = .
Three kinds of relationships between semantic segments are de ned above. The equivalent relationship is more likely used to detect redundant data, while the related and disjointed relationships can be used in query processing, query trimming and segment coalescing, etc. Finally, the formal de nition for a semantic cache is given in the following. It is de ned as a set of distinct semantic segments, and is initialized as a set of empty semantic segments.
De nition 9 A Semantic Cache, C, is de ned as C = f S i j S i is a semantic segment; S i and S j are not equivalent if i 6 = j. g DFJ96] does a very similar work as this study, however, there is no formal de nition for semantic cache in DFJ96]; furthermore, they only consider the case of selection queries on single relations. Keller and Basu in KB96] give a formal model for predicate-based caching, but their model is at the cache level, they do not provide formal de nition for the caching components, which we call semantic segments in our study.
Like semantic segments, we limit the queries to be only SPJ queries with equijoins and selection conditions containing only compare predicates. Hence, we have De nition 10.
De nition 10 A Query Q is a semantic segment, < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >.
The Semantic Cache Model
From a logical point of view, a semantic cache is composed of a set of distinct semantic segments which may vary in their sizes. However, physically, a cache is normally managed and maintained at a page level: a memory cache or disk cache is divided into pages of a xed size. Therefore, the solution adopted for the semantic cache implementation is to page the semantic segments. Every semantic segment consists of one or more pages, all the pages are of the same xed size, and the physical storage of the cache is managed at a page level. Notice that under this circumstance, each page contains the query results, rather that the base relations. This is di erent from page level caching where the cache contains pages obtained from the base relations. This idea is very similar to the Segmentation with Paging concept in operating system memory management( SG94]). The advantages for doing so are follows:
External fragmentation can be avoided. If the physical space of the cache is maintained at a semantic segment level, as semantic segments are allocated and deallocated from the cache, the free cache space is broken into small separated pieces. External fragmentation happens when enough total free cache space exists to allocate a semantic segment, but it is not contiguous. Hence, by paging the semantic segments, the cache space can be used more e ciently.
Allocation and deallocation algorithms are made more straightforward and simpler: For allocation, if there are enough free pages to hold the candidate semantic segment, then allocate these pages to it; for deallocation, just mark the pages which the victim semantic segment holds as free.
However, this solution has some shortcomings. As with paging, the last page of each semantic fragment generally will not be completely full. Thus, we will have, on the average, one-half page of Internal Fragmentation per semantic segment. Also, additional information about the relationship between semantic segments and pages should be maintained as we will discuss later.
A semantic cache is modeled to be composed of two parts: the index part and the content part. The content part consists of pages that store the tuples of semantic segments, each page has a unique page id for identi cation. Page numbers are physical page ids in the cache and do not relate in any way to pages in base relations. The index part keeps the following information: the semantic segment name S the set of participating base relations S R the set of attributes S A the predicate S P the set of pages which store the semantic segment the timestamp indicating when the segment was last accessed S TS Also suppose that S 1 consists of three pages, the page ids are 5, 8 and 9; S 2 consists of two pages, the page ids are 6 and 11; S 3 consists of only one page whose id is 10, and S 4 contains one page with id 7. Assume all the four segments are created at time T 0 . Then the index part is shown as Table 2. 4 Semantic Caching Management
Though physically semantic segments are stored as a set of pages, the granularity of cache management is at a semantic segment level: a semantic segment is replaced and invalidated as a whole. Cache coherency control and replacement are two key components for cache management. However, the e ectiveness of a cache coherency strategy is more sensitive to the application environment. For example, one cache coherency policy which is good for a client-server distributed system may not be suitable for a mobile environment. Hence, we take the cache coherency control as part of the future research. In this section, we discuss semantic caching management issues.
Query Admission
It is assumed that a semantic cache is made up of a set of semantic segments, which are results or part of results of queries submitted by the client. Initially, when the semantic cache is empty, the whole result of the rst query will always be cached. However, for later coming queries, we need to decide whether to cache the query result or not, and whether to cache the whole result or only part of it. In the following apragraphs, cache admission criteria are examined. For a new query, its relationship with the existing semantic cache is illustrated with Figure 1 . In Case 4, the query result is totally contained in the cache, there is nothing new in the query result. Therefore, this query result will not be cached again, but we need to update the maintenance information of the corresponding cached parts which are used to compute this query, such as updating the timestamps. In other cases except Case 4, we will cache part or all of the query result which is new to the cache and also update the timestamp of the old cached parts used in computing the query. Formally, the cache admission criteria can be de ned as following.
Suppose a semantic cache which can be represented by a predicate C and a query Q. There are three relationship scenarios which impact whether or not query results will be added to the cache:
1. (C^Q P ) is unsatis able, implying that the result of the query will not be contained in the cache. This is the same situation as Case 1 shown in Figure 1 . In this case, the result of the newly coming query will be totally admitted to the cache.
2. Q P ! C, implying that the whole result of the query is contained in the cache. This is the same situation as Case 4 shown in Figure 1 . In this case, the query result will be ignored.
3. Neither 1 nor 2, implying that part of the query result is contained in the cache. This is the same situation as Case 2 and Case 3 shown in Figure 1 . In this case, the part of the query result which is new to the cache will be admitted to the cache. Thus it is partially admitted.
For practical reasons, we try to simplify the cache admission policy. Instead of comparing a query with the whole cache, we compare the query with every semantic segment in the cache and draw a conclusion. Hence, the nal admission result would be the combination of results for comparing the query with several semantic segments. For example, if 1/3 result of the query is contained in segment A, the remain 2/3 is contained in segment B, then the query result will not be admitted, because it is contained in the whole semantic cache. The detail information can be found in Section 5, Query Processing.
Coalescence and Decomposition
When a query Q can be partially answered by a semantic segment S, the remainder part of the query Q 0 will be sent to the server and the answer can be obtained from there. We would then have three disjoint parts: the intersection of Q and S, the di erence of S with respect to Q, and the result of Q 0 , shown in Figure 2 . Here comes the questions: Should we always coalesce these parts to create one segment or just leave them apart? If we coalesce them, we have the following choices. Which one makes more sense?
Complete Coalescence: To coalesce the three parts into one new semantic segment, i.e., to coalesce the result of remainder of Q with the original segment S.
Partial Coalescence: To decompose segment S into Part 1 and Part 2, and to coalesce Part 2 and Part
The advantage of complete coalescence is that it can reduce the number of semantic segments in the cache, thus the length of the cache index can be shortened and the cache maintenance information can be decreased. In addition, query processing is made simpler, because the number of candidate semantic segments that may contribute to the answer of a query would be reduced. However, when more and more queries come, the segment may become bigger and bigger, though only a small part of it is often used. This results in poor cache utilization. No coalescence can re ect the frequency of reference at a ner granularity, but results in a large number of segments. Partial Coalescence seems to be the best among the three approaches, it has the advantages of the other two. In this study, we will use partial coalescence.
The problem of coalescence and decomposition is relatively simpler when considering only one segment and a query. However, the result of a query may be partially contained in more than one segment, thus making the coalescence and decomposition more complicated. We will discuss the algorithm for coalescence and decomposition of the whole semantic cache and a query in the next section.
Replacement Strategy
In this study, the granularity of cache replacement is a semantic segment. The semantic caching replacement strategy is developed to be based on the LRU(Least Recently Used) approach. Because we do segment coalescence and decomposition as described above, both the semantic descriptions and the sizes of the segments in the cache are probably changed after a query is processed. Instead of a traditional static LRU algorithm which uses the last-visited time for the xed pages in the cache, our replacement strategy is a dynamic one, called D-LRU(Dynamic LRU), which makes use of the replacement information maintained for the dynamically changed semantic segments. We illustrate D-LRU through Example 3 (See gure 3).
Example 3 In this example, suppose that when the query Q is issued, there are three semantic segments residing in the cache: S 1 cached at Time 1; S 2 cached at Time 2; and S 3 cached at Time 3. These segments are created after a stream of queries are processed. Also assume that Q can be partially answered by S 1 and S 2 , hence, both S 1 and S 2 are decomposed into two parts separately. We keep the original cached time for the decomposed parts, S 1 0 and S 2 0 , which do not contribute to the answer of query Q, and coalesce the other When the cache does not have enough free space to hold the new data, the semantic segments with the oldest cached timestamp will be discarded until there is enough space. Notice that these discarded segments may not be the originally cached segments. They might be shrunk or enlarged because of decomposition and coalescence. With D-LRU, the parts of segments which are less frequently used by the queries will be separated and keep an older timestamp, hence they will eventually be replaced. DFJ96] proposed a replacement strategy that uses semantic distance to determine the victims. On one hand, extra work is needed to calculate the semantic distances; on the other hand, we believe that D-LRU can explore the advantages of the semantic distance approach, because if the segments which are "closer" to the current query are truly useful for future queries, they will be found and assigned a current timestamp by the consequent queries, and are less likely to be discarded. Therefore, in this study, we use D-LRU as the replacement strategy.
Query Processing
As described before, a semantic cache consists of a set of semantic segments which are de ned by predicates. When a query comes, can it be partially or totally answered by the cache? If yes, how do we compute the partial or total result of the query? And if the query can only be partially answered, how do we trim the original query? In this section, techniques and algorithms for semantic caching query processing are discussed.
Formal De nition
De nition 11 Consider a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C > and a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >. We say Q is answerable from S, if there exists a relational algebra expression F, containing only project and select operations, such that F(S C ) 6 = , and F(S C ) Q C . If F(S C ) = Q C , we say Q can be fully answered by S; if F(S C ) Q C , we say Q can only be partially answered by S.
De nition 11 is derived from the idea of Derivability de ned in LY85]. It di ers from LY85] in two aspects. While LY85] de nes Derivability based on a set of derived relations, De nition 11 considers the relationship of one semantic segment and a query. In addition, De nition 11 extends LY85] work and gives the de nitions for both fully answered and partially answered cases.
Consider a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, and a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >. If S P^QP is satis able, then S might contain a total or partial result of Q. However even all the tuples that satisfy Q are contained in S, the result of Q may not be derived from S. We explain this via Example 4.
Example 4 For the stock trading database described in 3.1.2, consider the relation Stock(Sno, Sname, Cno, Price), suppose there is a semantic segment S and a query Q: S = < fStockg; fSname; Priceg; Price > 50; f1; 5g > Q:
select Sname from Stock where (Price > 100 ) and ( Cno > 20 ) It is evident that the result of Q is totally contained in S, since every tuple which satis es (Price > 100) and (Cno > 20) will always satisfy (Price > 50). However, the result of Q can not be computed by S, because attribute Cno is needed to further qualify the tuples and Cno is not in S after the projection. Another important notice is that when Q A S A does not hold, Q can't be computed from S, because some attributes of Q are not contained in S. Hence, when processing a query based on a semantic cache, we must consider not only the predicate relationship between the query and segments, but also the relationship for the attribute sets.
De nition 12 Consider a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >, the predicate attribute set, Q PA , contains all the attributes that occur in Q P , i.e. Q PA = f a j a is an attribute, and a occurs in Q P g Lemma 1 Consider a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, and a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >, suppose Q PA is its predicate attribute set. Then we have:
1. If S R = Q R ; Q A S A ; Q PA S A , and Q P^SP is satis able, then Q is answerable by S.
2. If S R = Q R ; Q A S A ; Q PA S A , and Q P ! S P , then Q can be fully answered by S.
Proof: Proof of 1: Suppose Q is not answerable by S, i.e., there does not exist a relational algebra expression F, containing only project and select operations, such that F(S C ) 6 = , and F(S C ) Q C .
Let us construct a query Q 0 =< Q R ; Q A ; Q P^SP ; Q C 0 >, since every tuple which satis es Q P^SP will always satisfy Q P , thus we have Q C 0 Q C . Also Q P^SP is satis able, thus Q C 0 6 = .
Because S R = Q R ; Q A S A ; Q PA S A , and also S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, then we have Q C 0 = QA QP (S C ). That is to say, we can nd a F = QA QP , such that F(S C ) = Q C 0 Q C and F(S C ) 6 = . This con icts with the assumption made at the beginning, hence Q is answerable by S. 2 Proof of 2: Suppose Q can not be fully answered by S, that is to say, there exists a tuple t 2 Q C , and for t, there does not exist a tuple T 2 S C , such that t = F(T), F is a relational algebra expression. The conditions given in Lemma 1 are su cient conditions, there might exist less strict but more complicatedly expressed conditions that can be used to check if Q is answerable by S. The key point is to explore the relationship between attributes.
De nition 13 Let P be a boolean expressions with variables a 1 ; a 2 ; :::a n ; b 1 ; b 2 ; :::b m . The variables a 1 ; a 2 ; :::a n are said to be unique and b 1 ; b 2 ; :::b m are said to be uniquely determined by a 1 ; a 2 ; :::a n , with respect to P, if the following two conditions hold: De nition 14 Consider a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, let A be the set of unique attributes and B be the set of attributes uniquely determined by A, with respect to S P . If A S A , we say S is an extendable semantic segment, A is the unique set of attributes of S, and S A B, denoted by S A + is called the extended attribute set of S.
According to De nition 14, we notice that S A + is uniquely determined by A, with respect to S P . That is to say, if a tuple consisting of attributes in A satis es S P , when extended to contain attributes in S A + , it will also satisfy S P . This makes it possible to extend the whole segment S to contain attributes in S A Lemma 2 Consider an extendable semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, and a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >. Suppose Q PA is its predicate attribute set. Then we have: Let us look at Example 4 again. If S is an extendable semantic segment and assume Sname is the unique attribute, then Cno can be uniquely determined by Sname. To form S + , we can retrieve the tuples containing Sname and Cno from the database server and append them to S according to the value of Sname. After that, Q can be computed from S + . However, it is di cult to determine the unique set for S every time. In the following part, we give a more straightforward and convenient way to check computable problems. Assume that there is only one key attribute in every base relation, we have Lemma 3.
De nition 16 Consider a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, K A = fa i j a i is the key attribute of R i ; R i 2 S R g is called the key attribute set of S. If K A S A , we say S is a key-contained segment.
Lemma 3 Consider a key-contained segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, and a query Q =< Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >, suppose Q P A is its predicate attribute set. Then we have:
1. If S R = Q R ; Q P^SP is satis able, then Q is answerable by S + =< S R ; S A Q A Q P A ; S P ; S + C >.
2. If S R = Q R ; Q P ! S P , then Q can be fully answered by S + =< S R ; S A Q A Q P A ; S P ; S + C >.
Proof: Let us at rst prove that S + exists. Suppose K A is the key attribute set of S, according to K A 's de nition, we know that both Q A and Q P A can be uniquely determined by K A . S is key-contained, i.e. K A S A , hence Q A and Q P A can be uniquely determined by S A . That is to say, if a tuple consisting of attributes in S A satis es S P , when extended to consist attributes in S A Q A Q P A , it will also satisfy S P . Thus, we get S + . From Lemma 1, consider the relation between S + and Q, we can draw the above conclusions. 2
De nition 17 Consider a key-contained segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C > and a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C >, Q P A is Q's predicate attribute set, if S R = Q R , then S min + =< S R ; S A Q A Q P A ; S P ; S min + C > is called the minimal extended segment of S, with respect to Q.
Query Trimming
If a query Q can only be partially answered by a semantic segment S, it must be divided into two parts: one part that can be satis ed by S, and the other part which can not be satis ed. The part of query which can not be answered by S will be sent to the database server for processing. We call this process Query Trimming.
De nition 18 Given a query Q = < Q R ; Q A ; Q P ; Q C > and a semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C >, Query Trimming is the process of dividing Q into two subqueries: Probe Query, which retrieves the portion of Q satis ed by S. Remainder Query, which is executed at the server to retrieve the portion of Q not found in S.
To reduce the complexity of the query trimming, the following assumptions are made in this study. Other cases are ignored and taken as part of future research.
Every semantic segment S = < S R ; S A ; S P ; S C > in the cache is key-contained segment.
Only the semantic segments related to Q (see De nition 7) are chosen as the candidates to compute Q.
We categorize the relation between a query Q and a related key-contained semantic segment S into the following cases(see also Figure 4 ). Query trimming mechanisms for each case are also discussed. In this case, neither decomposition nor coalescence is required; no new query result is admitted to the cache; the result of Q is just the result of PQ.
Horizontally Partitioned Query Q is horizontally partitioned by S, i.e. Q A S A ; Q P^SP is satis able, shown as Case 2 in Figure 4 . Because S is key-contained, S and Q are related, according to Conclusion 1 of Lemma 3, we know that Q is computable from S min + . To obtain S min + , an Amending Query is needed. Because Q A S A , we have the same amending query as the Totally Contained case. Since a subset of Q's tuples is contained in S, we trim Q horizontally, i.e. trim Q's predicate into two parts: Q 1 = Q P^SP , the subset of Q contained in S; Q 2 = Q P^: S P , the subset of Q not contained in S. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, we will do a partial coalescence after processing Q. The remainder query result will be admitted into the cache and coalesced with the part of S that contains the subset of Q. To make the resulting new semantic segment key-contained, besides Q's original attributes, the new segment should also include K A . Hence, both the probe and remainder query will retrieve tuples with attribute set Q A K A . In conclusion, for the Horizontally Partitioned case, we have:
If The part of S which has been coalesced with the remainder query should be erased from S. In this case, we say S is horizontally decomposed, i.e. S's predicate is decomposed into two parts, the remainder part that doesn't contain the subset of Q is S P^: Q P . Thus, after processing Q, decomposing S and partially coalescing, two new semantic segment are created, see Case 2 in Figure 4: S new , the result of coalescence of PQ and RQ, S new =< S R ; Q A K A ; Q P ; S newC > S decomposed , the part of S which doesn't contain the subset of Q and is computed via deleting the tuples which contribute the answer of Q. S decomposed =< S R ; S A ; S P^: Q P ; S decomposed C >.
Hence, the result of Q = QA S newC .
Vertically Partitioned Query Q is vertically partitioned by S, i.e. Q P ! S P , but Q A S A doesn't hold, shown as Case 3 in Figure 4 . Because S is key-contained, S and Q are related, according to Conclusion 2 of Lemma 3, we know that Q can be fully answered from S min + . Since a subset of Q's attributes is contained in S, we trim Q vertically, i.e. trim Q's attributes into two parts: A 1 = (Q A \ S A ) K A , the attributes of Q contained in S; A 2 = (Q A \ :S A ) K A , the attributes of Q not contained in S;
To be able to compute Q via S, the missing attributes need to be retrieved from the server by an amending query and appended to S. However, this extra work can be avoided. The probe query could simply be A1 (S C ), the tuples in the probe query result that don't satisfy Q will not appear in the nal result, because the probe and remainder queries are appended according to the key attribute set K A , and the remainder query is de ned against Q. In conclusion, for the Vertically Partitioned case, we have:
Probe Query: PQ = A1 (S C ). Processed on S. Remainder Query: RQ = A2 QP (R 1 ::: R n ). Processed on base relations. Amending Query: AQ = NULL. The part of S which has been coalesced with the remainder query should be erased from S. In this case, we say S is vertically decomposed, i.e. S's attributes are decomposed into two parts, the remainder part that doesn't contain the attributes of Q is S A \ :Q A , to make the remainder segment key-contained, K A will be included. Thus, we have:
Remainder Segment Query: RS = (SA\:QA) KA (S C ). Processed on S.
After processing Q, decomposing S and partially coalescing, two new semantic segment are created, see Case 3 in Figure 4: S new , the result of coalescence of PQ and RQ, S new =< S R ; Q A K A ; Q P ; S newC > S decomposed , the part of S which doesn't contain the attributes of Q and is computed via processing the Remainder Segment Query RS on S, S decomposed =< S R ; (S A \ :Q A ) K A ; S P ; S decomposed C >.
Hybridly Partitioned Query Q is hybridly partitioned by S, i.e. Q P^SP is satis able, but Q A S A doesn't hold, shown as Case 4 in Figure 4 . Because S is key-contained, S and Q are related, according to Conclusion 2 of Lemma 3, we know that Q is answerable from S min + . We trim Q hybridly, i.e. do a horizontal trimming on Q rst, and then do a vertical trimming on the resulting probe query.
Following the trimming mechanism for horizontally partitioned case, we do a horizontal trimming on Q rst. Since Q A S A doesn't hold, the amending query AQ is di erent from the horizontally partitioned case.
Probe Since A 1 S A , the probe query PQ 2 can simply be PQ 2 = A1 (S C ). In conclusion, for the Hybridly Partitioned case, we have:
Probe Query: PQ = PQ 2 = A1 (S C ). Processed on S.
Remainder Query: RQ 1 and RQ 2 . RQ 1 = QA KA QP^:SP (R 1 ::: R n ); RQ 2 = A2 QP^SP (R 1 ::: R n ). Processed on base relations.
The part of S which has been coalesced with the remainder query should be erased from S. In this case, we can decompose S either horizontally or vertically, the bigger one will be chosen as the nal remainder segment of S, because we want to keep as much originally cached part in the cache as possible. Following the decomposing mechanisms described before, we have:
Horizontal Remainder Segment RS H can be obtained by deleting all the tuples in S C which have been appended to the result of RQ 2 according to K A .
Vertical Remainder Segment RS V can be obtained by processing (SA\:QA ) KA (S C ) on S.
After processing Q, decomposing S and partially coalescing, two new semantic segment are created, see Case 4 in Figure 4: S new , the result of coalescence of PQ, RQ 1 and RQ 2 , S new =< S R ; Q A K A ; Q P ; S newC > S decomposed , the part of S which doesn't contain the part coalesced with the remainder query of Q. If RS H is bigger, S decomposed =< S R ; S A ; S P^: Q P ; S decomposed C >; otherwise, S decomposed =< S R ; (S A \ :Q A ) K A ; S P ; S decomposed C >.
Notice that query trimming, decomposing and coalescing can be done based on S, we don't need to get S min + . Therefore, in this case, the amending query AQ = NULL. The result of Q = QA S newC .
Not Contained S doesn't contain any result of Q, i.e. Q P^SP is unsatis able, shown as Case 5 in Figure   4 . Since Q can't be answered by S, the probe query is NULL. Also because Q's result will be cached, to make the resulting segment key-contained, the key attribute set K A should be included. In conclusion, for the Not Contained case, we have:
Probe Query: PQ = NULL Remainder Query: RQ = QA A QP (R 1 ::: R n ), processed on base relations.
In this case, neither decomposition nor coalescence is required; the total Q will be cached: S new =< Q R ; Q A K A ; Q P ; S newC >; the result of Q = QA S newC .
Notice that by using the query trimming mechanisms described in this section, after query processing, decomposing and partially coalescing, some originally cached parts will no longer be contained in either S new or S decomposed (refer to gure 4). We work in this way to simplify the problem and decrease the number of new semantic segments with probably very small size.
Since both the amending query AQ and remainder query RQ are processed at the server, if the cost of amending and remainder queries are higher than the cost of processing the original query Q, we will not do query trimming. Hence:
Condition for Query Trimming: Cost(AQ) + Cost(RQ) < Cost(Q)
Query Processing
Processing a query via a single semantic segment has already been studied. While every individaul segment may contain only a small part of query result, they can combine together to generate a much bigger part of or even the whole result. In this section, we extend the query processing mechanism to the whole cache.
The algorithm for processing a query via a semantic cache is described in the following.
Algorithm 1 Res = Query Process(C, Q), processing a query Q via a semantic cache C Example 5 Suppose in the semantic cache, there are totally three segments, S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , that contain the partial result of query Q. When Q is trimmed by S 1 , the probe query result is pushed into the stack for later coalescing with other part of the query; the remainder query will be trimmed by the next segment. This process continues until there is no segment that could contribute to the query result. The nal remainder query will be sent to the server for processing(Refer to Figure 5 ). The coalescing procedure takes a reverse order from query trimming: the nal remainder query result is rstly coalesced with the probe query result trimmed by S 3 . This makes sense because before trimmed by S 3 , they both belong to the remainder query of S 2 . By poping the probe query result from the stack and coalescing with the current remainder query until there is no content in the stack, we can get the result of Q(Refer to Figure 5 ).
Algorithm 1 is based on query trimming mechanisms discussed in Section 5.2. To summarize query trimming work, we give Algorithm 2 which trims a query via a related key-contained semantic segment. Without loss of generality, we assume that the domain of the constant in the compare predicate de ned in 3.1. is integer. To check the predicate relations between queries and semantic segments in the query trimming algorithm(Algorithm 2), we must de ne the satis ability and implication algorithms.
Algorithm 3 Res = Disjunct Sat(P), to check if P, a disjunctive of conjunctives of compare predicates, is satis able or not.
Input: Predicate P = P 1 _ P 2 _ ::: _ P n , each P i is a conjunction of compare predicates; Output: res = Disjunct Sat(P). If res = 1, P is satis able; If res = 0, P is unsatis able, i.e. P = False. From elementary logic we know that P ! Q equals to :(P ! Q) = False, meanwhile we have :(P ! Q) = :(:P _ Q) = P^:Q. That is to say, to check if P ! Q is to check if P^:Q is unsatis able.
It is evident that P^:Q can be expressed as a disjunction of conjunctives of compare predicates, hence Algorithm 3 can be used to check the implication problems.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel caching scheme, semantic caching, and its query processing strategies. We focus on the SPJ queries involving only equijoins and with selection conditions containing only compare predicates. In addition, to reduce the complexity of semantic caching query processing, key attributes of the involved base relations are always kept in the semantic segments cached. Though with these limitations, the principles and approaches of our query processing mechanisms can still be extended to handle more complicated cases.
As far as we know, we are the rst to formally de ne the semantic caching scheme and give the detailed semantic caching query processing techniques. We believe that with the advantages of low overhead, e ciency and exibility, the semantic caching scheme can be used in the mobile computing environment, heterogeneous systems and general client-server environment.
For future work, we intend to apply the semantic caching scheme in the mobile computing environment. Aspects such as cache replacement strategies, cache coherency policies and prefetching methods will be explored by combining the unique characteristics of semantic caching and the mobile computing environment. The performance study for semantic caching is also a very important part of the future research.
